50 mm towing hitch
for rugged conditions and off road applications

- Larger angle of swing for improved off road use: vertical ± 30°, horizontal ± 100°
- Especially suitable for heavy loads, also off road D-value up to 260 kN
- Reduced and uniform wear due to rotating pin
- Easy to repair due to split funnel and ROCKINGER modular engineering
- Simple to install
- For 50 mm towing eyes according to 94/20/EC and DIN
- Available with a pneumatic remote control ex factory or as an upgrade kit
- EU approval according to 94/20/EC

www.jost-world.com
**Technical Specification**

50 mm towing hitch for rugged conditions and off road applications.

ECE R 55-01 1360

---

**Flange size according to 94/20/EC**

for towing eyes 50

DIN 74053, dimension EU D

and ROCKINGER Series 57005

and ISO 1102

---

**Electric remote display**

Cabin: ROE 70936

---
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